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Abstract
Pandora’s narrative is too often treated as the subordinate myth to 
Prometheus. Once Prometheus steals fire, Zeus decides to punish Man by 
creating Woman to subject all mortals to his rule. This reading ignores the 
meaning central to the narrative found in Works and Days, which is not a 
mere expansion of the myth found in Theogony but offers a unique 
perspective on Man’s relationship to Woman and Earth. Pandora embodies 
Woman and Earth as the totality of Olympus set up as an obstacle against 
Man for his continued toil. Hope embodies the objet petit a, the object that 
man lacks and must constantly recapture for his survival. Man must interact 
with Pandora through marriage and agriculture to recover his hidden bios.

Hesiod’s central thesis in Works and Days is how the part is greater than the 
whole. He supplements this assertion with a cosmological anecdote: Zeus 
hides bios away from man because if Man did not have to work to live, he 
would be lazy and let the earth go to ruin. Without even introducing the 
character of Pandora, Hesiod reveals his penchant for masochistic, temporary 
satisfaction. He sees toil as being in everyone’s best interests: for Zeus to 
rule over mortals, and for Man to live a fulfilling life through constant strife. 
The myth about Pandora that follows should be read considering Hesiod’s 
purpose to illustrate what it means to hide bios from Man and to demonstrate 
how it affects Man for better and worse.

The Object in the Jar

‘expectation’ that he will earn back some of his bios. The relationship between 
bios, Elpis, and ‘good Eris’ is thus well-attested to because of the jar’s identity 
with the Earth. Vernant draws a parallel between the bios hidden in the Earth 
and the bios hidden in Woman’s stomach, both of which Man must ‘plough’. 
Fraser argues that Elpis is either contained in the jar for the sake of Man or 
contained to keep it away from Man. She suggests that this multiplicity is an 
intentional ambiguity which is characteristic of Hesiod. 

Elpis is the objet petit a. The textual ambiguity of Elpis speaks to its 
undetectable, “auratic” character. Each child born to the agrarian from his 
wife, and each successful harvest from his field, represents an excess of lost 
jouissance which the agrarian appears to recapture. These desired objects are 
desirable insofar as they have this forbidden aura: children and grain may be 
material necessities for survival, but they are symbolic victories over Pandora 
for the agrarian man. This relationship between Pandora and the agrarian 
evokes the scene famously described by Saint Augustine in his Confessions, of 
the infant jealous of his brother for sucking on his mother’s breast. Lacan often 
referred to this passage to illustrate how the subject desires through the Other. 
The all-giving Pandora survives in Works, but only as the deceptive woman 
who relents to Olympus and not to Man. Thus Pandora becomes all-gifted—
she primarily embodies Woman and Earth whom Man contends with daily, but 
she really represents the totality of Olympus set against Man at Zeus’ 
authority. Elpis in effect is the breast which Man cannot have. This lost Thing 
defines Man’s relationship to each object he desires. The unborn child in the 
womb becomes Elpis. The planted seed in the field becomes Elpis. Upon their 
acquisition, this transubstantiation wears off. Elpis always evades the agrarian 
like fleeting Fire, always appearing in some new form. “Thus there is no 
escaping the mind of Zeus.”
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Prometheus and Epimetheus: Representatives of Man
Prometheus warns Epimetheus to not receive any gifts from Zeus should they harm Man. Epimetheus does not listen to his brother’s advice before 
accepting Pandora from Zeus as his wife. Exemplifying hindsight over his brother’s foresight, Epimetheus soon after realizes his mistake while 
Prometheus is nowhere to be found. Referring to Lacan, the symbolic field before the disappearance of Prometheus and after the appearance of 
Epimetheus totally transforms. The discourse of the master illustrates this in a linguistic context:
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The subject does not directly interact with the object of desire. Instead, the subject uses his so-called master signifier. The equation shows this 
relationship by drawing the symbol of the master signifier over the symbol of the subject: in the Saussurean sense, the master signifier represents the 
subject. Yet the word “representation” implies an audience, that there is an external Other who perceives the master-signifier and parses its meaning. 
Thus the master signifier speaks to the Other: the subject interacts with the Other only through his master signifier. The symbolic nature of language 
guarantees that some meaning is always lost: the master signifier cannot totally represent the subject because the subject is more than what can possibly 
portrayed to the Other. Hence there is an excess that evades the interaction between the master signifier and the Other. This excess is equivalent to the 
elusive substance which the subject perceives to have lost: the objet petit a.

Prometheus was once the master signifier for the subject Man, who interacted with Zeus on Man’s behalf. As Prometheus, Man lacked Fire. Once Man 
acquired Fire through Prometheus, the discourse of the master concludes: Man appears to have the object he lacked, and there appears to be no lacking 
object that anchors him to Zeus. For a moment, Man appears to lack meaning in his life with no desire driving him to work. Then the gods make 
Pandora who marries Epimetheus. Then, once Pandora opens the pithos, Man’s whole world changes. Finally Man finds himself in the discourse of a 
new master. Pandora is not just Woman, and not just Earth, but the new face of Olympus set up against Man through Woman and Earth. Epimetheus 
exemplifies Man’s new relationship to the Other: Man no longer lacks bios as Fire, but he lacks bios as Elpis (Hope) instead. Man must therefore marry 
Woman and cultivate Earth to recapture Elpis for his continued survival. Both Fire and Elpis are structural stand-ins for bios, the primordial lost Thing. 
They are desirable insofar as they are hidden away from Man, and this dimension grants them the similarity to the lost Thing necessary to replace it. 
Nevertheless, they fail to satisfy Man upon their capture. Hence Zeus reveals that Man never really acquired the bios that he lost. What does this make 
Elpis?
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Pandora: The Earth Other
Hesiod’s Pandora is an amalgamation of two traditions: the nameless first 
woman found in Theogony, and the earth goddess named Pandora. The first 
woman is crafted from earth at Zeus’ behest as the price for Fire, stolen from 
Olympus by Prometheus for Man. Zeus presents the woman before Man and 
the gods and marries her off to Epimetheus. The woman then basically 
becomes a torturer of man on behalf of Zeus.

Beyond these narrative beats, the myth of the woman in Theogony and that of 
Pandora in Works and Days differ substantially. The nameless woman, 
formed and adorned by Athena and Hephaestus, is nothing more than a 
beautiful but deceptive terracotta statue. This characterization fits well with 
the nameless woman’s role in Theogony: echoing Prometheus’ deceptive 
sacrifice to Zeus at Mecone, the father of gods creates a deceptive gift for 
Man which looks beautiful, but passively leeches off his bios. Zeus thus 
overcomes Prometheus by making this gift dually deceptive: despite 
Woman’s high maintenance, Man needs her to take care of him in old age and 
to guarantee an heir after death.

Pandora serves an entirely different function in Works and Days, which 
Hesiod generously states before he recounts the myth. Zeus wants to hide 
bios from Man so that he is forced to work and not let the fields go to waste. 
Zeus tries this once by hiding Fire, but Prometheus steals Fire back. As the 
price of Fire, Zeus orders four Olympians to form a woman and give her 
knowledge, desire, and craftiness, while many more gods present gifts on 
their own volition—hence the woman’s name according to Hesiod, Pandora, 
meaning “all-gifted”. Zeus marries Pandora off to Epimetheus, after which 
she opens her iconic jar and releases all the spirits inside except for Hope.

Portrayals of Pandora
According to Jane Harrison, Hesiod’s etymology of the name “Pandora” serves to revise her origins as an earth goddess. Images which depict a woman 
named “Anesidora” show clear parallels to the Hesiodic Pandora tradition: the woman rises from the ground, met by the gods and some hammer-
wielding figure. Yet, Anesidora is also an epithet for the earth goddesses Gaia and Demeter, meaning “one who sends gifts up”. Pandora hence could 
mean “all-giving” just as well as “all-gifted”. 

Pandora’s pithos or jar also offers more parallels to her previous characterization as an earth goddess. During Anthesteria, participants would open a jar 
to release the souls of the dead for the duration of the festival. At the end, the jar would be closed off with the souls of the dead (Harrison 102). Patricia 
Marquardt concurs with Harrison, adding that the jar represents the Earth itself: not just because it contains the spirits of the dead, but because the jar is 
so unexplained in Works that its purpose was immediately recognizable to the audience: an “earthenware jar for the storage of grain” that would have 
“rested in the ground” (Marquardt 289).

Lacanian Psychoanalysis
Jacques Lacan was a psychoanalyst who 
synthesized Freudian psychoanalysis, 
Saussurean linguistics, and Hegelian 
philosophy. For Lacan, the unconscious is 
structured like a language. Hence the 
subject experiences desire and anxiety 
because the subject cannot represent its 
entire perceived being through its 
symbolic representation.

Elpis is the object of desire. Far from being 
mutually exclusive, Pandora’s aspects of 
Woman and Earth are directly associated. 
Marriage and agriculture act together to 
harm Man and reduce his self-control at 
Zeus’ behest. Marquardt argues that Hesiod 
“associates the sexual act with pain and loss 
of control”, and that the poet further relates 
femininity to “universal human ills” like 
aging and death. Nevertheless, they are acts 
necessary for Man to partially recover his 
own bios. Elpis is the crux of Man’s torture. 
It embodies his lack of bios, and each 
attempt to recapture Elpis represents Man’s


